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EXHIBIT “3”

Executive Summary:
As detailed further below, Tristar Risk Enterprise Management (“TRISTAR”) has been
engaged by the Receiver for Spirit Commercial Auto Risk Retention Group, Inc. (“Spirit”
or the “Company”) to assist the Receiver in resolving the policy claims of the Spirit estate.
Part of TRISTAR’s initial scope of work for the Receiver was to conduct a review of the
open claim files, assess the reasonableness of the claim reserves set by the Company
and the prior Third-Party Claim Administrator (“TPA”), and finally to make
recommendations as to any reserve adjustments needed. This initial phase of work is
referred to as the “Claim Triage,” and this report is the result of that work.
The main conclusion of this report is that the Company was substantially under-reserved.
We recommend Bodily Injury loss reserve increases of $35,395,619.12 or 80% over the
reserves shown in the data converted from the Spirit RiskMaster claim system produced
by the Company’s prior TPA 1. We recommend Property Damage increases of
$6,400,417.82 or an 80% increase over the PD reserves in the converted data. . Our
specific claim reserve recommendations are enclosed (See Exhibit A Master Triage
Spreadsheet).
Background:
Spirit is subject to the federal Liability Risk Retention Act of 1986. Spirit transacted
commercial auto liability insurance business and specialized in serving commercial truck
owners. Following examination of its condition by regulators, Spirit was placed into
permanent receivership by the Eighth Judicial Court of the State of Nevada (the
“Receivership Court”) on February 27, 2019. The Company’s in-force insurance policies
were canceled by order of the Receivership Court, effective on the earlier of April 15,
2019, or the date when the insured ceased making premium payments to Spirit. Barbara
D. Richardson, the Nevada Commissioner of Insurance, is the Receiver of Spirit and
Cantilo & Bennett, L.L.P., is the appointed Special Deputy Receiver (“SDR”) of

Spirit. As provided by the Permanent Order, the Receiver and Special Deputy Receiver
are authorized to conduct the business of the Company and to administer its affairs for
the protection of all secured creditors, insureds, policyholders, and general creditors. The
Receivership Court entered its Final Order Placing Spirit into Liquidation (the “Liquidation
Order”) and its Final Order Setting Claims Filing Deadline for Spirit and Related Relief
(the “Claims Order”) on November 6, 2019. As part of the Claims Order, the Court
established October 31, 2020 as the Claims Filing Deadline for creditors to submit their
claims against the Estate.
Prior to being placed into receivership, the Spirit claims were administered by Criterion
Claims Solutions of Omaha, Inc. (“Criterion”), a Nebraska-based TPA company that was
affiliated with CTC Transportation Insurance Services of Missouri, LLC (“CTC”). CTC was
the program management firm that issued and administered transportation liability,
physical damage and cargo policies to Spirit insureds throughout the United States.
Following placement into receivership, all claim and expense payments by Criterion
ceased. The Court approved the replacement of Criterion with an independent TPA not
affiliated with CTC, Tristar Risk Enterprise Management (“TRISTAR”). TRISTAR is charged
with assessing the current condition of the book of claims and administering them on a
go forward basis under the direction of the SDR. Criterion was advised by the SDR to
cease all activity related to the claims and to forward all claim files, correspondence,
inquiries and demands to TRISTAR. In concert with the SDR, TRISTAR began responding
to those insureds, third parties, and vendors with an interest in Spirit matters. In its
November 6, 2019 Claims Order, the Court approved the SDR’s Proof of Claim (“POC”)
documents and processes.
TRISTAR’s review work began in late September 2019 when it received a set of data files
from Criterion’s claims management system, the DXC Insurance RISKMASTER™ claims
management system, a product of Computer Sciences Corporation (“RiskMaster”), and
began to reconcile and enter the claims into TRISTAR’s own proprietary electronic claim
management system. It took some time to receive and validate all of the electronic notes,
documents, and paper files necessary to conduct triage and analysis. These were entered
into TRISTAR’s system following SDR sign-off on November 8, 2019. Due to a lack of
support and/or understanding by Criterion’s data management firm, the entry required
TRISTAR to expend over 300 programming hours to reconcile and finalize the data
transfer. Consequently, the full data was not available to the Triage team until November
21, 2019.
Triage Review
Upon receipt of final claim data files, the SDR engaged TRISTAR to review each open
electronic claim file to determine the ultimate reserve values based on the available file

documentation. During the course of its review, TRISTAR did not conduct additional
investigation nor solicit additional documentation from interested parties unless a valid
Proof of Claim had been received.
Each file was assigned to a member of TRISTAR’s Triage Team (see below) to conduct
the review. File assignments were made based upon an initial management staff review
which matched jurisdictional issues and claim complexity with TRISTAR staff expertise.
As the review was conducted, notes were made in the electronic claim files as to
sufficiency of current documentation. Recommended reserve adjustment values were
documented on the Master Triage Spreadsheet (See Exhibit A Master Triage
Spreadsheet). These values will be updated in TRISTAR’s claim system upon direction
of the SDR and/or receipt of POC associated with the claim.
Triage Team
TRISTAR has employed seven (7) licensed professional adjusters to review the individual
claim files following receipt and incorporation of the data into the TRISTAR electronic
claims system. The adjusting professionals were supervised by two (2) direct supervisors,
and
and supported by two (2) clerical assistants. The entire
team was overseen by Branch Claim Manager, Alan Rauch who has over 30 years of
experience in managing transportation industry claims. Each of the professionals involved
in the review process have extensive experience in managing transportation claims in
jurisdictions across the country. (See Exhibit C Claim Service Team)
Data Conversion
In order to begin its work, TRISTAR had to convert the Spirit RiskMaster claim data to
bring it into TRISTAR’s proprietary electronic claim management system. All data,
including electronic notes and documents, were reviewed. As part of the data conversion
process, TRISTAR’s data management department ran various programs with the data
files and compared the results against the final claim report from Criterion. Upon receipt
of data, we observed that there were a total of 1,668 open claim files having 2,868
features 2 associated with them, although the Criterion Claimant Report (See Exhibit B)
only showed 1,614 open claims with 2,705 open features. There were also discrepancies
between the standard financial totals in the data and those on the report.

The Criterion Claimant Report is an excel spreadsheet that is purportedly produced from
the RiskMaster claim database. Since the RiskMaster data is the purported source of the
Criterion Claimant Report, a substantial discrepancy between the report and the electronic
data was not anticipated.
TRISTAR worked with the SDR and with Criterion in an attempt to thoroughly reconcile
the final RiskMaster data files prepared by Criterion’s data management company with
the 9/17/19 Criterion Claimant Report. The data files were valued at September 13, 2019,
four days prior to the valuation date of the Criterion Claimant Report. We believe that
this led to some of the discrepancies. For example, the data files contained 19 claims that
were not included in the 9/17/19 Criterion Claimant Report. Conversely, there were 3
claims in the Criterion Claimant Report that did not have corresponding claimant
information in the data files. We also discovered closed claims within the data that had
open reserves. The reserves were closed by TRISTAR during the course of the conversion.
Lastly, there were a number of claims noted in the data file that were not correctly
associated with the Spirit business per Criterion’s own management team (i.e., other
companies’ claims data and documents were inadvertently included in the Spirit data
delivered to TRISTAR). Upon identification of some of these issues during the test period,
Criterion instructed RiskMaster to remove certain files and documents from the data that
apparently were associated with other clients that Criterion serviced.
The end result is that there were differences in claim counts and various financial buckets
(payments, loss reserves, expense reserves) between the data that could be accepted
into the TRISTAR system and the Criterion Claimant Report. At the end of the day,
although the data contained in the report and the data converted to TRISTAR’s system
from Riskmaster were relatively close, neither Criterion nor its data management
company could fully explain differences in the data files and the final loss run provided.
Following discussions, the SDR agreed that TRISTAR would convert the data with certain
known differences. This prudent decision allowed TRISTAR to begin to review the claims.
It recognizes the fact that upon completion and acceptance of the Triage review, the SDR
would instruct TRISTAR to enter the appropriate reserve changes to reflect what the
ultimate value of the claims is based on the documentation in the files. That process will
establish the appropriate claim related liabilities for the Estate and provide a basis for
asset distribution calculations. TRISTAR will adjust reserves as POCs are presented and
additional investigation is conducted.
In summary, there are two sources of information about the reserves set by the
Company’s pre-receivership TPA: (1) the electronic claims data held in the RiskMaster

claim system (“RiskMaster Data”), which was converted and uploaded to TRISTAR’s
proprietary claims software, and (2) the Criterion Claimant Report (i.e., the final monthend loss run report), which was an excel spreadsheet held out by Criterion as a
representation of the total losses and loss reserves of the Company. For the purposes of
the pre- and post- triage comparisons made this report, TRISTAR is utilizing the data
converted to its system as shown on the Master Triage Spreadsheet. We include a copy
of the Criterion Claimant Report for illustrative purposes.
Master Triage Spreadsheet
In order to conduct its Triage work, TRISTAR developed the Master Triage Spreadsheet,
utilizing only the RiskMaster data that was accepted into TRISTAR’s system where a claim
file was in fact open with a correct Spirit file number on it (numbers assigned by Criterion
to Spirit claims contained the prefix “SA”). The Master Triage Spreadsheet addresses
reserves, identifying initial summary loss and expense reserves converted at the file level
to TRISTAR’s system; recommended adjustments to those reserves and total expected
reserves once recommended changes are made. In addition to basic claim information
such as claim number, claimant and insured names, and the like, the Master Triage
Spreadsheet contains brief notes and information about jurisdictional issues for most
claims.
As illustrated by the Master Triage Spreadsheet (Exhibit A), the RiskMaster data
shows Criterion’s Initial Reserve Total, including Loss and Expense Reserves, at
$53,002,075.58. TRISTAR is recommending the following:
Criterion Initial Reserve Position
Property Damage Adjustment
Bodily Injury Adjustment
Legal Adjustment
Expense Adjustment
Recovery Adjustment
TRISTAR Recommended Reserve Position

$ 53,002,075.58
$
6,400,417.82
$
35,395,619.12
$
73,248.82
$
(42,658.34)
$
(197,661.00)
$ 94,631,042.00

After the above adjustments, the recommended reserve position is $94,631,042.00.
That is an increase of 78.5% over the Criterion reserve position of $53,002,075.58.

As TRISTAR conducted its review, we made the following observations:
File Condition
Overall, the claim files were not fully investigated or documented. There were numerous
instances where known claimants were ignored, documents not acted upon and basic
claim practices not followed. It appears that the Criterion claim team was just processing
claims, not managing them. There were no reserve worksheets in the files that would
give the reader insight into the adjuster’s thinking when reserves were set. TRISTAR’s
team spent a good deal of time organizing the files and identifying additional investigative
needs in order to make its reserve assessments.
Open Loss Reserves
It is clear from our review of the reserving patterns we see in the open claims that
Criterion was not applying sufficient reserves to the claims that they received. This results
in our recommending a significant increase across the board. Based on the principal of
ultimate probable loss, we are recommending a 78.5% increase of the loss reserves
(Bodily Injury loss reserve increases of $35,395,619 and Property Damage increases of
$6,400,418) over the Criterion reserve position of $53,002,075.58.
This assessment of ultimate probable loss is based exclusively on the open claims data
delivered to TRISTAR by Criterion. We expect that with further investigation of these
claims, receipt of additional detailed information will likely cause reserves to rise even
further.

It appears that Criterion’s reserving practice was formulaic at best, utilizing relatively low
standard rates for reported claims even when substantive investigatory material was
available to allow posting of more accurate reserves. These formulaic reserves were in
the amounts of $500, $2,500, $5,000, $10,000, $25,000, $50,000 and $75,000. There
was no discernible pattern of use of the formulaic reserves, although most Property
Damage claims were assigned the $500 and $2,500 rates and Bodily Injury claims were
often reserved at $5,000 or $10,000. Only major incidents involving fatalities and other
serious injury received the $25,000, $50,000 or $75,000 reserves. There were no reserve
worksheets employed to describe the relevant facts, liability, damages or adjuster’s
thought process used to post the reserves. Exhibit D (Reserve Change Without
Factual Basis) details a few examples of the significant issues with reserve practice we
saw throughout the book. We noted numerous instances where reserves were changed
without any support, whatsoever.
Feature Counts:
Criterion created only one feature per claimant, even though there were typically two or
more distinct claims noted for each claimant. Most often this involved having both Bodily
Injury (BI) and Property Damage (PD) for the owner of an adverse vehicle on a single
feature, although we did find instances where PIP and/or Med Pay should have been
created in addition to a BI feature. It is our understanding that these features are to be
placed into different classes as far as the order that they may be paid by the Spirit estate
(i.e., in line with the Nevada statute, NRS 696B.420, that dictates the payment priority to
be assigned to each class of claims). For instance, an unpaid vendor claim may
potentially be assigned to a different priority status than a claim for liability coverage
under the terms of a policy. Criterion’s approach may not directly impact future liabilities,
and the SDR will be able to assign a priority to each claim that is presented through the
Proof of Claim process. However, Criterion’s approach of putting all aspects of each claim
into one big bucket (feature), makes it impossible – without the expenditure of very
significant estate resources — to provide an advanced estimate of the estate’s potential
liability for each class of claim.
Although we will not change the data in our system now, we have taken steps to account
for this on a go forward basis as POC’s are presented. Once a POC is received, the claim(s)
associated with the POC will be separated into the appropriate features, allowing the SDR
to efficiently resolve the claims according to the relevant Nevada law and the Receivership
Court’s Orders.
More importantly, there were numerous claims created with multiple parties to an
accident where claim features for the claimants were not set up at all by Criterion. A few
examples of the types of claims that would need additional features are noted below:

These and other claims requiring a new feature have been noted on the Master Triage
Spreadsheet and their probable cost added to estimated reserve adjustments, as they do
present a potential liability for the Estate. As the TRISTAR engagement requires that we

only actively manage claims where a POC has been presented, we have not created these
claimants in the system and will not do so until a valid POC is presented unless the SDR
directs otherwise.
Expense Reserves

Since all of the claims by vendors (including defense counsel, investigators, accident
reconstruction specialists and others) are stayed and it is unlikely that TRISTAR will
employ such vendors in the future, TRISTAR did not suggest significant increases in the
expense reserve categories. Where there was evidence of outstanding bills or work
completed we made minor adjustments to accommodate only the known costs. These
amount to $73,248 for Legal and $-42,658.34 in Expense or about a 3.3% overall increase
in Total Expense reserves. As with all other parties, vendors will need to present their
claim to the Estate through the POC process.
Our experience in dealing with estates such as the Spirit Estate leads us to believe that
most vendors will choose to write off the expense as a loss rather than go through the
process of presenting claims through a POC. A caveat to this observation is those vendors
who handled multiple claims for Spirit and may have a significant sum at stake. The data
received from Criterion was not configured in such a way to allow us to identify vendors
falling into this category. That said, although there could be some vendors with claims in
the thousands of dollars, we do not believe that any of the vendor claims will be significant
enough to cause a material change to the estimated known liabilities.
As with the claims for loss, we do not know what class the vendors will fall into. So, as
with the claims for loss under the policies, we have taken steps to allow us to segregate
vendor claims from those of policyholders and third-party claimants. When a POC from a

vendor is presented, the vendor will be set up as a separate feature on the claim allowing
us to quickly identify them and assist the SDR in dealing with their claims.
Recovery
One area of potential asset recovery for the Estate is the recovery from adverse parties
at fault of amounts paid by Spirit ( . ., that were the responsibility of third parties to be
paid). We reviewed each claim for recovery possibilities and made adjustments as noted
in the spreadsheet. Where the file material showed a clear recovery possibility that was
not accounted for, we made an adjustment in line with the amounts paid and the
likelihood of recovery. However, since most claims are open and will not be paid until the
SDR does so, we did not assume any recovery for those claims where payment had not
already been made. Our findings under these assumptions indicate additional recoveries
available to the Estate in the amount of $199,428 on the Open Claims.
In addition, we identified 55 open subrogation/recovery claims received in the data that
did not appear on the Criterion Claimant Report. These appear to be in the hands of SDR
selected attorneys who were engaged to pursue various recovery efforts including MCS
90s and Deductibles on behalf of the Estate. These claims do not have open reserves.
However, the potential recovery amount associated with these claims is the total amounts
paid of $995,216.61. As these matters are being pursued by SDR counsel, we did not
opine on the likelihood of recovery.
TRISTAR did not perform any asset checks or actions of that nature to assess the
collectability of the potential recoveries. We cannot assess the true value of these
recovery actions. However, for the purposes of this presentation, we assumed that these
were all 100% recoverable when we performed our net reserve increase calculations.
In all likelihood, there are recovery opportunities hidden in the closed claim files. We are
uncertain as to the diligence of Criterion in attempting to secure recovery through
subrogation action, although it does appear that part of their process was to put adverse
parties on notice. In order to assess these, a review of the Closed book of claims is
required. This can be accommodated by TRISTAR but was not within the scope of our
initial Triage.
Lastly, another asset available to the Estate is Salvage. As noted in the Master Triage
Spreadsheet, there were at least 9 claims where the independent salvage company,
Copart, was awaiting a title to process a salvage transaction, but it appears good title
was not conveyed. Thus, storage charges continued to accrue and the salvage piece could
be not disposed of in an auction. Additionally, Copart pre-advanced payment to remove
at least one vehicle that we know of and was not paid. In some cases, there was a hold
placed on the vehicle due to a fatality or serious event.

TRISTAR only received one “live” title from Criterion. Given the number of total property
damage claims involving claimant autos, it would appear that many titles were not
properly negotiated and thus potential salvage would be lost.
The Criterion title process is outlined below in an excerpt from a Criterion employee’s email:

Incurred But Not Reported (IBNR)
Our estimates do not include any provision for claims that were Incurred But Not Reported
(“IBNR”). We expect that with the passage of time, more claims will be reported, further
adding to the claim liabilities associated with the policies issued by Spirit. This is an
important aspect of the Estate’s liabilities that is not addressed by TRISTAR. In order to
accurately predict the ultimate liabilities, the SDR Actuary would need to be employed to
review all historical claim activity along with our reserve adjustment recommendations to
make predictions as to the emergence of future losses associated with the book of
business written by Spirit. We expect that the truncated reporting period dictated by the
Court will act to reduce the IBNR emerging losses but will not eliminate it. If requested,
TRISTAR will meet with the Actuary as necessary to assist in developing an accurate
estimate of the Estate’s IBNR.
Conclusions
1. TRISTAR is making total loss and expense reserve recommendations that would
increase the gross liabilities of the Spirit Estate by $41,826,627. We find only
$197,661 available in known recoveries to offset this increase resulting in a net
recommended increase of $41,628,966.42. The resulting recommended reserve
position of $94,631,042.00 represents a 78.5% increase over the $53,002,075.58.
total Criterion reserve shown in the RiskMaster claims data, and a 76% increase
over the $53,712,453.18 that Criterion reported on its 9/17/2019 Loss Run Report
spreadsheet (the Criterion Claimant Report) that was provided to the SDR as a
record of the stated reserve liabilities associated with the known, open
transportation claims arising from the Spirit RRG policies.

2. If we give the benefit of the doubt and assume that the total amount of $995,217
paid on the Counsel Managed Recovery claims is fully recovered through their
actions, the net reserve increase would be $40,631,982 or a 75.6% increase over
the outstanding liabilities last reported by Criterion that were presented to the
Court.
3. These recommendations were made by claim professionals based exclusively on
the data and electronic documents converted from the Criterion data files into
TRISTAR’s system. They do not take into account any additional investigatory
activity that needs to be undertaken.
4. The estimates noted do not include an estimate of IBNR.
5. Upon entry of the recommended reserve changes into the TRISTAR system, a new
loss run will be generated from TRISTAR’s claim system to provide the SDR with
an updated picture of the entire book of Spirit claims.

